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Choose a correct option

a. The disk capacity is 500GB and is nearly full

b. The disk capacity is 500GB and is about to fail

c. The disk capacity is 500GB and processing at turbo speed

d. Something else?



Benefits of  usability

§ Reduce development time and costs
§ Reduce maintenance costs
§ Decrease training and support costs
§ Increase customer satisfaction/less frustration
§ Enhance enjoyment and interactions/visits/usage
§ Increase loyalty and brand value
§ Increase sales and revenues



Why evaluate UI?

§ Difficult to know how good a UI is
§ First-hand information about how UI is perceived and used
§ New knowledge from (almost) real users
§ Overcome blinders/false assumptions of  developers



Why UI’s are not evaluated

§ Limited time before launch
§ Limited budget for evaluation
§ Limited in-house expertise
§ No usability lab or equipment
§ Unable to interpret the results
§ Unaware of  the benefits/consequences
§ Developers know their products too well



Methods for evaluating usability

§ Heuristic evaluation

§ Cognitive walkthrough

§ Pluralistic walkthrough
§ Standard inspections
§ Consistency inspections
§ Feature inspections
§ Usability testing
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Heuristic Evaluation
(expert evaluation, usability inspection, expert reviews, discount usability engineering)

§ Standard guidelines/principles for design and evaluation
§ 3-5 evaluators
§ Outside the design team
§ Judge and scrutinize the UI conformance with heuristics
§ Low fidelity prototypes as well as full-blown UI
§ Heuristics can be adjusted according to the needs
§ Identified violations used for fixing and redesign



Advantages

§ Easy, quick, and cheap
§ No involvement of  end-users
§ Early detection of  basic and obvious issues (& major too)
§ Early feedback during the design process
§ Can be carried out without a usability professional



Limitations

§ Varied opinions across different evaluators
§ Fair number of  problems might go undetected
§ Heuristics do not encompass all the possible systems
§ Domain knowledge might be required to evaluate
§ Conflict among heuristics
§ Do not provide detailed design guidelines



Heuristic evaluation process

§ Pre-evaluation training (domain knowledge, information on 
scenarios)

§ Evaluation (independently check for compliance)
§ Severity rating (determine how severe each problem is)
§ Aggregate evaluations
§ Debrief  (walkthrough with the design team)



Severity ratings

§ 0 : No usability problem noticed
§ 1 : Cosmetic problem (nice to fix)

Fixing can improve the overall UX

§ 2 : Minor usability problem (good to fix)
able to complete the task with some effort and time

§ 3 : Major usability problem (important to fix)
able to complete the task with lot of  extra effort and time

§ 4 : Catastrophic usability problem (must be fixed)
not able to complete the task even after spending extra effort and time



Notable Heuristics

§ Nielsen’s 10 Usability Heuristics

§ Shneiderman’s 8 Golden Rules
§ Norman’s Seven Principles
§ Tog’s 16 Principles



#1. Match the Real World 

System should speak the users’ language, with words, phrases 
and concepts familiar to the user (real-world conventions), rather 
than system-oriented terms



#2. Consistency and Standards

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, 
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform 
conventions



#3. Help and Documentation

Help should be searchable, focused on user’s task, concrete and 
short



#4. User Control and Freedom

Provide “emergency exit” without having to go through extended 
dialogue



#5. Visibility of  System Status

Keep users informed about 
what is going on, through 
appropriate feedback within 
reasonable time



#6. Flexibility and efficiency of  use

Accelerators – unseen by the novice 
user – may often speed up the 
interaction for the expert user such 
that the system can cater to both 
inexperienced and experienced 
users. Allow users to tailor frequent 
actions



#7. Error Prevention

Preventing errors is better than good error message



#8. Recognition rather than recall

Minimize user’s memory load by making objects, actions, and 
options visible



#9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover 
from errors

Error messages in plain language (no codes), precise, and 
constructive 



#10. Aesthetic and Minimalist Design

Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or 
rarely needed



Example

§ Issue: The error message is complex to understand
§ Severity: Level 3
§ Heuristics violated : Error prevention, Help users recognize, 

diagnose, and recover from errors
§ Description: When the users enters the time in 24 hour format, 

the following error message is displayed. “An error #XU3762 
has occurred in the system”



Activity

Consider the heuristics in mind, choose Photos editing application 
on your phone and carry out a heuristics evaluation.

* Efficiency: The right thing can be carried out 
Effectiveness: Interaction is easy and fast
Satisfaction: Task provides a positive experience
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Lack of  
consistency
• Some 

features 
offer a 
comparison 
button 
“Vertaa” but 
some don’t



Lack of  
standards
• Uncommon 

interaction 
paradigm:

• The comparison 
button is a toggle 
that stays down 
only as long as 
you keep finger 
on it



Lack of  visibility of  
system status

• How can I be sure 
that I am editing a 
copy of  the 
original file, so 
that I can return to 
it if  I want to?



Nielsen’s 10 Usability Heuristics

#1. Match the Real World
#2. Consistency and Standards
#3. Help and Documentation
#4. User Control and Freedom
#5. Visibility of System Status
#6. Flexibility and efficiency of  use
#7. Error Prevention
#8. Recognition rather than recall
#9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
#10. Aesthetic and Minimalist Design



Cognitive walkthrough

§ Carried out by a group of  experts
§ Role play: a new user working with the interface
§ Go through a set of  typical user tasks
§ Experts scrutinize each step in the process to answer: 

- Whether user will be able to complete the task
- Whether user will notice that the correct action is available 
- Is something missing?

§ Create success (failure) story for each task



GROUP FORMATION



QUESTIONS/DISCUSSION


